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1. Introduction

A major issue that has been raised in the context of International Commercial Arbitration (ICA) in recent years is that arbitration proceedings have become increasingly costly and time consuming.

For comparably small disputes the introduction of so-called expedited procedures by several arbitral institutions is regarded as a possible means to make arbitrations more efficient again.

In the context of larger and more complex arbitrations, efficiency is more likely to be improved by a proactive involvement of the arbitral tribunal trying to facilitate an amicable resolution of the dispute.

Dispute resolution mechanisms that incorporate mediative elements may start as ordinary arbitrations that result in enforceable arbitral awards. Such processes are generally known as Arb-Med proceedings. In contrast, parties to a Med-Arb process first try to settle their dispute by mediation and entitle the mediator to subsequently act as arbitrator if no settlement can be reached.

The following considerations are based on the assumption that the disputes are generally suitable to be resolved by settlement. The term “mediation” and expressions related thereto are understood in a broad sense. For the purpose of this essay, “mediation” is therefore used as synonym for “facilitation” as well as “conciliation”. Also, for the sake of ease, reference is generally made to “the arbitrator” although arbitral tribunals are often composed of several arbitrators (usually three).

2. Caucusing and Arbitration

In a “classic mediation” the mediator assists the parties to amicably resolve a dispute by considering the opposing parties’ interests rather than the legal grounds of their claims. As a feature of this purely interest based process, the mediator generally meets separately with the parties to identify the parties’ positions and possible grounds for a settlement. It is this caucusing practice and its suitability for arbitration proceedings that the following considerations will focus on.

The main concerns in relation to caucusing
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regard the issues of impartiality and natural justice. It has been mentioned that arbitrations, including Arb-Med processes, result in the issuance of a binding and enforceable award. Consequently, any form of arbitration requires stricter standards than mediation with respect to the protection of the parties' minimal procedural rights. It is against this background, the integration of caucusing into arbitration proceedings must be examined.

Caucusing implies the (potential) risk of parties trying to unduly influence the arbitral tribunal, Even the mere possibility of receiving confidential information during ex parte meetings may be perceived by the parties as an element affecting the arbitrator's impartiality in the ongoing arbitration. An increase in challenges made on the ground of an alleged bias could be the consequence. This would fundamentally prejudice the goal of more cost and time effectiveness in international arbitration.

The right to natural justice entails a party's right to be heard not only on all allegations made by the other party. Caucusing prevents the parties from commenting on each other's arguments and thus appears to affect the very core of the parties' right to be heard. The reason that was most frequently invoked was that the violation of the right to be heard implied a waiver of its fundamental right to be effective in a more general manner by local courts deciding upon the annulment or the enforcement of international arbitral awards. It is generally admitted that the operability of the principle of party autonomy, although being prevalent in ICA, is limited by certain minimal requirements assuring procedural fairness and compliance of arbitral proceedings with the public policy and the mandatory laws of the country in which the seat of the arbitration is located. Against this background, a party who was prevented from commenting on the other party's assertions made during ex parte meetings may claim before an enforcing state court that a waiver of the 'non-caucusing' rule cannot have validly implied a waiver of its fundamental right to be heard and that, as a consequence, it was not able to sufficiently present its case. This line of reasoning may gain further momentum in cases where the prohibition for judges and arbitrators to meet the parties separately in the course of ongoing proceedings is considered a part of the public policy and the mandatory laws effective in the country of the seat of the arbitration.

Even in jurisdictions where caucusing is not principally considered irreconcilable with the preservation of the parties' most fundamental procedural rights, the applicable laws seem to offer little guidance as to how best address activities necessarily implies a waiver to challenge the arbitrator by reason of this kind of activity.

Hence, the concern of an increase in arbitrator challenges due to an arbitrator's potential impartiality deriving from its engagement in "shuttle diplomacy" appears to be effectively dealt with. Moreover, the ICA statutes of Hong Kong and Singapore provide for explicit rules regarding caucusing within international arbitration proceedings. Whereas these provisions so far seem to have had little relevance in practice, a well-established practice of caucusing in the context of ICA can be found in China.

2.2 Caucusing in Hong Kong and Singapore

The laws of Hong Kong and Singapore explicitly provide for the arbitrator's capacity to engage in separate meetings with the parties. In both legislations, the parties' agreement to permit an arbitrator to engage in caucusing activities necessarily implies a waiver to challenge the arbitrator by reason of this kind of activity.

Hence, the concern of an increase in arbitrator challenges due to an arbitrator's potential impartiality deriving from its engagement in "shuttle diplomacy" appears to be effectively dealt with.

Moreover, the ICA statutes of Hong Kong and Singapore address the issue of a potential violation of the parties' right to be heard by compelling the arbitrator to disclose any information received during ex parte meetings considered "material to the arbitration proceedings" if the settlement attempts remain unsuccessful. However, the parties' views on what has to be considered "material" to the arbitration proceedings may vary considerably in a given case. It thus remains unclear to what extent this rule may effectively operate as an impediment to challenges of arbitral awards on the ground of an alleged violation of a party's right to be heard.

Moreover, the strict application of the mandatory obligation to disclose all relevant information gained during separate meetings seems to undermine the principle of confidentiality and thus appears to affect the very core of mediation processes. It may therefore be queried whether, in these
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circumstances, caucusing may still constitute an effective means to successfully settle international arbitration disputes. It appears that both in Hong Kong and Singapore the common lawyers’ reluctance to allow for mediative elements in court or arbitral proceedings has so far prevented parties and arbitrators from using the statutorily stipulated caucusing option more frequently.43

Given the lack of a thorough reality check, it is dubious whether the approach taken by the legislators of Hong Kong and Singapore provide for a satisfactory solution for the integration of caucusing into ICA proceedings without either compromising the parties’ fundamental procedural rights or the very purpose of mediative instruments.

2.3 Are there other approaches to allow caucusing in arbitration?
A possible way to deal with the conflict between an effective mediation within arbitral proceedings and the protection of the parties’ right to natural justice could imply the arbitrator’s obligation to resign if no settlement between the parties is achieved.44

In such a case the newly constituted arbitral tribunal would a priori not be aware of any communication made during ex parte sessions and could thus not even remotely base any of its considerations on such information when drafting the final award.

However, the replacement of an arbitrator following an unsuccessful mediation is likely to occur at a rather late stage of the arbitral proceedings. The need for a new arbitrator to get familiar with all factual and legal aspects of the case from scratch may again substantially extend arbitration proceedings. As a consequence, arbitrations would not become less costly.

It has been suggested that, rather than being appointed subsequently to a failed mediation attempt undertaken by its predecessor, a “back-up” arbitrator may be nominated at a significantly earlier stage of the proceedings.46

The idea behind this approach seems to be that, although precluded from having access to any communication made and information revealed during ex parte meetings, the early appointed additional arbitrator would, from the very beginning of the arbitration, be able to get familiar with the case due to his participation in all open sessions held between the parties and the arbitral tribunal.46

Even though, in relation to the above approach, a material amount of time may be saved with this mechanism, the early participation of an additional arbitrator implies extra costs irrespective of the outcome of the mediation.47 It is therefore unclear whether such an approach would be perceived as an appealing option by businesses anxious to curb their legal costs generated by their involvement in international arbitration proceedings.

The aim of having arbitral awards issued by someone who did not previously engage in mediation and caucusing could also be achieved if an independent person from outside the arbitration was entrusted with the task of mediating.48

The advantage in relation to the suggestions mentioned above would be that the impartiality of the arbitral tribunal and the respect of the parties’ procedural rights would be ensured without requiring the arbitral tribunal or some of its members to resign as a result of unsuccessful mediation attempts. The arbitrator’s know-how of the case could thus in any event be preserved.

However, the parties may be reluctant to allow an external expert acting as mediator. It is the arbitrator they entrust with the resolution of their dispute, which is why they may not wish this task to be delegated to anybody else.49

In addition, an independent mediator would first have to be agreed upon and subsequently need to become familiar with the dispute and the parties’ respective positions. The accumulation of additional cost and time, in particular due to duplicated work, would again not be conducive to more efficient arbitration proceedings.

Considering the above, the parties’ procedural rights and their interest in cost and time effective arbitrations are probably best protected if caucusing does not become a part of international arbitral proceedings at all. Even though ex parte meetings continue to be considered by some as an element necessary to successful settlement facilitation,50 the experience in some civil law countries shows that international arbitral tribunals are able to achieve high rates of settlements without resorting to the practice of caucusing.51 Hence, the goal of making arbitrations more efficient ought to be pursued by adopting other forms of hybrid proceedings.

3. Other Forms of Arb-Med
3.1 The mere suggestion of settlement negotiations
As the “lowest common denominator” of what should be allowed in the context of Arb-Med, legal authors seem to agree that an arbitrator should be permitted to suggest settlement negotiations.52

The value added of an arbitral tribunal reminding the parties of the possibility to negotiate is not obvious at the outset. The parties are at any time free to negotiate among themselves and they are usually aware of this possibility.

However, the parties’ hesitation to make the first step towards settlement negotiations is frequently regarded as a significant obstacle to an amicable resolution of the dispute.53

The arbitrator’s proposal of settlement negotiations could thus considerably contribute to the overcoming of deadlocks. Moreover, such a suggestion often implies the arbitrator’s view that neither party is likely to entirely prevail if no settlement can be reached.54 This is likely to induce the parties to amicably resolve the dispute rather than to fight the arbitration “through to the bitter end”.55

General attempts to encourage settlements do however not imply any guidelines as to how the parties may amicably resolve their dispute and what a possible settlement may look like.

In the absence of any sort of starting point or assessment offered by an independent body, the parties may find it difficult to get the ball rolling. Such difficulties are more likely to be overcome if the arbitrator was allowed to engage more proactively in the settlement process.

3.2 The baseball arbitration
Based on the mechanism used for salary disputes between baseball players and their clubs in the US Major League Baseball, the parties to a so-called Baseball Arbitration (also known as “Final Offer Arbitration”) agree to submit each a final offer for the settlement of the dispute to the arbitral tribunal.56
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order to enhance the chance to win the case, the parties are therefore usually reluctant to make unreasonable offers.

This elimination of extreme elements is clearly conducive to settlement.\textsuperscript{15} The settlement rate of 90\% reportedly reached in the US Major League Baseball confirms that Final Offer Arbitrations are highly efficient.\textsuperscript{16}

Baseball Arbitrations thus appear to encourage the parties to adjust their claims in quantity but seem to be less useful where arbitral tribunals have to decide upon a party’s liability on a “yes or no basis”.\textsuperscript{17}

Moreover, as the arbitrator has to choose one out of two - possibly bad - offers, the parties are usually not provided with an elaborated assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of their respective claims. A legally exact and equitable resolution of the dispute can therefore not always be ensured.\textsuperscript{18} Parties trying to avoid such a decision may find themselves constrained to settle and to make concessions they would not have made in other circumstances.

3.3 The Envelope Procedure

Arbitrators may also wish to bring mediation elements into the arbitration proceedings by trying to facilitate a settlement between the parties after having elaborated a final award. In such a case, the signed and sealed arbitral award is put into a closed envelope.\textsuperscript{19} Subject to the parties’ continuing agreement, the arbitrator then conducts a mediation process without disclosing to the parties the content of the award. If the mediation fails, the parties are served with the prepared binding arbitral award.\textsuperscript{20}

This method does not leave any room for concerns regarding the respect of the parties’ procedural rights or the tribunal’s impartiality. Due to the timing of the mediation sequence it is impossible that the arbitrator’s binding award is unduly influenced by any consideration based on the parties’ allegations in the mediation. Moreover, the closed envelope technique implies an important incentive to settle where parties wish to continue their business relationship or, due to their cultural background, by all means favour an amicable resolution of the dispute over adjudication.\textsuperscript{21}

However, it is questionable whether parties less familiar with this form of conciliation\textsuperscript{22} would accept an arbitrator, who is exactly aware of the potential outcome of the arbitration, to act in the role of a mediator. Moreover, there is a considerable drawback in relation to time and cost. A full and formal award cannot be elaborated without comprehensive arbitration proceedings.

Hence, lengthy arbitrations and considerable costs caused by the required procedural steps, such as the exchange of (several) party memorials or the taking of written and oral evidence are not necessarily avoided with this approach. As a consequence, even if a settlement is reached, the parties have to cover the costs of an ordinary arbitration.

Nothing however hinders an arbitrator from trying to facilitate settlement by other means prior to putting the elaborated award into an envelope. Rather than an exhaustive remedy, the closed envelope technique may thus frequently be considered by parties as a

3.4 The Evaluative Approach

Eventually, the arbitral tribunal may encourage settlement by providing the parties with a preliminary evaluation of the case. This often implies the identification of the principal issues considered relevant for the outcome of the case and a first assessment of the legal and evidentiary strengths and weaknesses of the parties’ positions.\textsuperscript{23}

Such a preliminary view may be followed by the arbitrator’s participation in settlement negotiations.\textsuperscript{24}

By sharing its preliminary evaluation of the dispute with the parties, the arbitral tribunal may considerably narrow the range for negotiations and a possible settlement. The arbitrator’s thoughts about the risks and chances of each party’s case may serve as a starting point or give new momentum to ongoing negotiations. If it is emphasised that - due to the lack of comprehensive evidence - no decision has been made so far, the parties will generally not feel constrained to settle.\textsuperscript{25}

Even if a settlement is not achieved, a preliminary assessment assists the parties in identifying and focusing on issues considered relevant by the arbitral tribunal.\textsuperscript{26} This makes the arbitration process generally more predictable, accountable and eventually more cost effective.

It is to a large extent up to the arbitrator to determine in due consideration of the singularity of each case what a preliminary assessment should include and what issues should rather not be raised at this stage of the proceedings. Some parties may expect the arbitrator to give a rather detailed legal analysis of the dispute. Others may wish to get a mere impression of the arbitrator’s “feeling” of the case. Some constellations may allow the arbitrator to communicate its thoughts at an early stage of the proceedings whereas, in other circumstances, this may not appear to be appropriate until a final oral hearing has taken place. Meeting the parties’ expectations in this respect requires flexibility, experience and the arbitrator’s ability to gain a good sense of the case.\textsuperscript{27}

As a general rule, settlement services are most likely to be successful if they are offered subsequently to the first exchange of memorials and possibly prior to the evidentiary hearing.\textsuperscript{28}

It is only based on the parties’ factual and legal allegations and the documentary evidence offered that the arbitral tribunal is usually in a position to make a reliable first assessment of the case.\textsuperscript{29}

Considering the money and time already spent, settlement initiatives may however not appear to be particularly appealing to the parties if they are made after the evidentiary hearing.

Most concerns in the context of the evaluative approach - commonly raised by lawyers with a common law background\textsuperscript{30} - regard the arbitrator’s actual or perceived impartiality.\textsuperscript{31} These fears have not proven to
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materialise in practice if an arbitrator proceeds in a sufficiently cautious manner.\(^\text{16}\)

It is inevitable that an arbitrator makes his own preliminary assessment of a case in one form or another. It does therefore not appear how parties acting in good faith may validly put into question an arbitrator’s impartiality based on the mere fact that the arbitrator, for the sake of transparency, decides to share his view with the parties rather than to leave them in the dark about his thoughts until the issuance of the award.

It is also often feared that parties may be forced into settlement by the fact that the arbitrator acting as conciliator issues a binding award if settlement attempts fail.\(^\text{17}\)

However, the experience in the court systems in civil law countries shows that an objective assessment of the risks and chances of the parties’ submissions does generally not make them feel constrained to settle.\(^\text{17}\) This fear appears to be even less justified in arbitration than court litigation.

Whereas settlement often results in considerable savings for the parties and a reduction of the state courts’ workload, there seem to be few economic incentives for arbitrators to exert undue settlement pressure. Admittedly, an arbitrator may be inclined to expect future appointments if respondents with arguably weak cases, in particular, show satisfaction over a successfully facilitated settlement of a dispute.

Empirical evidence however shows that, as a rule, arbitrators refrain from “splitting the baby”.\(^\text{18}\) This again seems to underpin the assumption that there is rather little potential for forced settlements in the context of ICA.

It is sometimes also put into question whether parties are willing to make a reasonable settlement proposal in the presence of the arbitral tribunal. It is assumed that parties may refrain from doing so out of fear that, in an ongoing arbitration, this may be regarded as a partial admission by the arbitral tribunal.\(^\text{19}\)

This concern is addressed by the Centre for Effective Dispute Resolution Rules for the Facilitation of Settlement in International Arbitration (CEDR Rules) preventing the arbitrator from taking into consideration any allegations made by the parties during the conciliation period.\(^\text{20}\)

Moreover, as it is also suggested by the CEDR Rules, the arbitrator after having given a preliminary evaluation of the case, although otherwise remaining in charge of the arbitration, does not necessarily conduct the subsequent settlement negotiations unless the parties explicitly entitle him to do so.\(^\text{21}\) Even in this latter event, the parties could easily avoid making settlement proposals themselves by delegating this task to the arbitrator and by entrusting him to draw the lines of a possible settlement.\(^\text{22}\)

It appears that the concerns raised in relation to the evaluative approach can be appropriately dealt with if an arbitrator observes certain guidelines when engaging in conciliation. Given the apparent advantages mentioned above, this form of hybrid process thus appears most suitable to generally improve the efficiency of ICA.

**How to Integrate Mediation into Arbitration**

There seems to be a broad consensus that an arbitrator should not engage in conciliation unless such activities are backed by the parties’ agreement.\(^\text{23}\)

However, it still remains rather uncertain in what form the consent must be given to minimise the risk of challenges against awards and arbitrators. This may depend on the sort of mediation activities an arbitrator intends to engage in. The applicable standards are not the same in cases where the parties waive some of their procedural rights to allow the arbitrator to engage in causucing as in circumstances where the arbitrator constrains himself to the mere suggestion of settlement negotiations.\(^\text{24}\)

The following considerations are made in the light of the evaluative approach, which is regarded by the author to be the most promising form of Arb-Med.

Sometimes an oral or even a silent agreement is considered a sufficient basis to validly entrust the arbitrator with the facilitation of a possible settlement.\(^\text{25}\) According to a different view, the parties’ written consent is necessary, possibly even at the occasion of two different stages of the arbitration.\(^\text{26}\)

In addition to an arbitrator’s initial empowerment to conciliate, a written agreement is sometimes further required for the entitlement to continue acting as an arbitrator in case the settlement attempts previously undertaken fail.\(^\text{27}\)

In any event, a party or an arbitrator opposing a potential challenge on the ground of an arbitrator’s unsolicited engagement in conciliation could encounter considerable difficulties to evidence that an oral agreement to be on the safe side, any consent by the parties in relation to the arbitral tribunal’s ability to act as a conciliator should therefore be given in writing.

The broadest acceptance of settlement facilitation within ICA could probably be reached if the main features and basic rules of Arb-Med were incorporated into the rules of international arbitration institutions. Based on their broad experience, arbitral institutions are in a position to elaborate provisions that appropriately address the parties’ needs and expectations.\(^\text{28}\) The parties would comply with the requirement of the written form as soon as institutional rules were referred to in arbitration agreements that necessarily need to be concluded in writing, too.\(^\text{29}\)

The prerequisite of an informed consent of the parties\(^\text{30}\) seems to suggest that an arbitrator should not be permitted to act as a conciliator unless - after having made the parties aware of the features of Arb-Med proceedings - explicitly authorised to do so (opt-in mechanism). This requirement goes relatively far and it must be feared that it excludes a considerable number of parties from the benefits of hybrid processes.

The parties may also be made familiar with the peculiarities of Arb-Med if they are appropriately advised by their respective legal counsel while negotiating the arbitration agreement. This task does not necessarily have to be carried out by the arbitrator, nor does it seem to be practicable to impose on arbitral tribunals the duty to double-check whether the legal advice previously provided by the parties’ respective lawyers was sufficient. Given that a party agreement entitling an arbitrator to conciliate is considerably less likely to be achieved during the process than beforehand,\(^\text{31}\) the validity of such arrangements ought not to depend on whether or not arbitral tribunals take any sort of measure to assure that the parties are adequately informed on Arb-Med processes.

The efficiency of arbitrations is thus most likely to be improved on a broad basis if the arbitrator’s ability to give a preliminary evaluation of the case is considered a rule rather than an exception.

This could be achieved by incorporating provisions on Arb-Med into institutional rules on a default or opt-out basis. As the evaluative approach does usually not imply a waiver of the parties’ right to natural justice, a party (Continued on page 22)
agreement given beforehand by choosing institutional rules providing for the arbitrator's entitlement to conciliate must be considered sufficient.

That way, the parties could still benefit from the arbitrator's unconditional flexibility in determining the right moment and the appropriate way to deliver a first assessment of the case. Any step taken by the arbitrator that would go beyond a mere preliminary evaluation - such as the suggestion of concrete terms for a possible settlement - could still be designed as opt-in provisions.9 Based on the principle of party autonomy,44 the parties would in any event be free to adjust the agreed conciliation mechanism at any time during the arbitration.

Conclusion

There seems to be a broad consensus that the issue of arbitrations becoming increasingly time and cost intensive can be tackled effectively by encouraging the parties to settle their dispute.

However, there is still a broad range of different opinions as to how this could be achieved without compromising the parties' procedural rights.

It is questionable whether the arbitral tribunal's engagement in classic mediation and caucusing is compatible with the parties' right to natural justice and the requirement of arbitrator impartiality. Any efforts made to address these concerns appear to either impair the very essence of classic mediation or to frustrate the purpose of having more cost- and time-effective arbitrations. As a consequence, it seems advisable not to integrate the practice of caucusing into arbitration proceedings at all.

The arbitrator's entitlement to offer the parties a preliminary evaluation of the case is an effective means to significantly enhance the chance of having disputes resolved amicably without the same time compromising the parties' procedural rights.

Interestingly, the degree of acceptance of this form of Arb-Med among practitioners with different legal backgrounds surpasses the frequency of its current use.48 The partly "unexplored" potential of this technique makes it appear even more promising with regard to the goal of rendering arbitrations more efficient. Concerns related to the arbitrator's impartiality and the parties' need to conduct negotiations without being unduly forced into settlement can be taken into account by introducing international guidelines providing for minimum standards to be respected by arbitrators engaging in conciliation.49

A first step towards more uniformity in the field of Arb-Med has been made by the Centre for Effective Dispute Resolution (CEDR) by the establishment of the Rules for the Facilitation of Settlement in International Arbitration.

The requirement of a written agreement for the arbitrator's entitlement to conciliate could conveniently be complied with if these rules were incorporated into the parties' written arbitration agreement. Although based on a broad consensus of practitioners and arbitrators covering all parts of the world,8 it is unclear whether parties negotiating commercial agreements are already aware of the possibility to make the CEDR Rules a part of their arbitration agreement.

If a critical number of international arbitral institutions integrated provisions along the lines drawn by the CEDR Rules into their institutional rules on an opt-out basis, the idea of achieving more efficiency through evaluative conciliation could be promoted on a broader basis and more prominently. As a consequence, cost and time effectiveness could again become one of the appealing assets of international commercial arbitration.

Niklaus Zaugg is the Executive Secretary (Geschäftsführer) of the Center for Conflict Resolution (CCR) at the Faculty of Law at the University of Lucerne in Switzerland.
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